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and again by the system, they have no choice but to reach détente with the accused killer of their son. They
not only share custody with Shirley but are forced to make a long drive each day to prison to make sure the
loving mother gets to spend quality time with her son in the big house.
And that´s just the beginning. Inexplicably, Shirley is once again set free on bail. The judge explains that
Shirley poses no threat to public safety because her action was directed at a specific individual. Read that
again. An accused killer is deemed to be "safe" because she only intended to kill one person and, having
already succeeded in her goal, is apparently ready to become a healthy, normal citizen.
To say anything more of the events in the film would provide a disservice to the reader. Suffice it to say that
Kuenne´s movie changes radically during filming. He succeeds in his initial goal of capturing a portrait of
Andrew. He takes a cross-country trip on which he can hardly help but bump into people who knew and
loved Andrew. Andrew´s friends and family have no end of praise to heap upon Andrew but the most
definitive testimony is that Kuenne finds at least a half-dozen people who wanted Andrew to serve as the
best man at their wedding.
But this emerging portrait eventually takes a back seat to the rage Kuenne needs to vent, a righteous
indignation so immense and so justified the medium is barely capable of capturing its potency. He rages not
only against "that bitch" Shirley, but against a legal system that is the shame of Canada, one that fails so
fundamentally and so consistently that it can´t even be termed broken. Justice simply does not exist. And
Andrew´s friend Kurt and his furious parents David and Kathy will not allow this injustice to stand without
punishment.
Kuenne´s hyperactive potpourri style can be irritating at times. One device which doesn´t work particularly
well is his use of overlapping voices, an attempt to reflect the sheer number of people who want to speak on
Andrew´s behalf and can´t be squeezed into one scene. But such concerns fall by the wayside in the face of
such powerful material.
The film´s scathing indictment of the justice stirs up passions like documentaries such as "After Innocence"
(2005) and ´Witch Hunt" (2008) but on such an intimate level that it packs an even stronger wallop. This is
a North American tragedy not of epic proportion, but of a deeply personal one.
An 8/10 on the DVDTown scale.
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